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Welcome to Wymondham Words 2015
It’s incredible to think that 2015 is the sixth year of Wymondham Words – where does time go? 
This year promises to be a wonderful festival with a great mix of Norfolk writers, and others 
from further afield. We begin with a visit from one of the finest of the new British nature writers, 
Patrick Barkham, followed by a dramatic performance celebrating Jane Austen, in the very apt 
surroundings of Kimberley Hall – a new venue for the festival. 

This year’s Literary Lunch features the husband-and-wife duo of Ann and Anthony Thwaite, who 
will discuss their long writing careers. We then showcase two award-winning Norfolk-set debut 
novels, including 2014 East Anglian Book Awards winner Sarah Perry. This is followed by an 
intriguing insight into the world of literary translation with Don Bartlett and Adriana Hunter. 

We end with a poetry supper in the medieval surroundings of The Green Dragon, where 
the audience can join poets Chris Beckett and Tom Warner by taking part in an open mic 
slot. Alongside these are numerous other fascinating events, including several for children. 

We hope you can join us at Wymondham Words 2015, as we once again celebrate 
literature in South Norfolk.

Moniza Alvi        Edward Parnell
Artistic Directors

Thanks and Acknowledgements
Wymondham Words is organised by a committee of volunteers who kindly give their time. 
In addition, we are particular grateful to Williams Lea, who have once again funded and 
printed this programme, as well as continuing support from: The Norwich Town Close 
Estate Charity and Wymondham Town Council. Thanks also for generous support-in-
kind from Kett’s Books, The Book Hive, The Green Dragon, Wymondham Cluster, and 
Wymondham Library. Refreshments, including wine supplied by Wymondham’s specialist 
wine shop, Reno Wine, will be available at a number of events.

Festival Patron: George Szirtes      Wymondham Arts Forum Charity No. 1153188

Wymondham Words is a Wymondham Arts Forum project and is supported by:



Thursday 8 October
19.30   Town Green Centre

Patrick Barkham – The Story of Our Shore
Join Wymondham Words and Wymondham Nature Group for a wonderful illustrated talk 
from Patrick Barkham, based on Coastlines: The Story of Our Shore, his latest book. 
Afterwards there will be ample opportunity for questions and to buy signed copies.

Hailing from Norfolk, Patrick is one of the most widely admired of the new generation of 
British nature writers. He is also a journalist for The Guardian, where he has reported 
on everything from the Iraq War to climate change. His first two books were the very 
well-received The Butterfly Isles: A Summer in Search of Our Emperors and Admirals and 
Badgerlands: The Twilight World of Britain’s Most Enigmatic Animal.

Coastlines is told through a series of walks beside the sea, and describes 742 of the most 
beautiful miles of the UK’s coastline. As Patrick travels along coastal paths, visits beaches 
and explores coves, he weaves together fascinating tales about every aspect of the coast.

All tickets: £3.00. Available only in advance 
from Kett’s Books (Wymondham) and 
The Book Hive (Norwich).
(Profits for this event go to Wymondham Nature Group.)

“Striking and inventive... Coastlines is an informative, enthusiastic and at 
times rapturous celebration of our shores.” 

Blake Morrison, The Guardian



Friday 9 October
17.30  Kett’s Books

Holy Spy! Meet Rory Clements

Saturday 10 October   14.00  Wymondham Library
Prehistoric Monsters Come Alive! (6–11 year olds)

Steve Parker knows the answers, and will help 
you to write their diaries. Steve is an award-
winning, multimillion-selling, non-fiction author 
based in Suffolk. He has worked at London’s 
Natural History Museum and for many publishers. 
His recent accolades include the British Medical 
Association Book Award 2014 and the School 
Library Association Information Book 2013. 

Steve’s interactive workshop involves finding out 
about your favourite prehistoric monster, then 
writing its special diary, which you can take away. 
There will also be fabulous prizes to be won!

Tickets: £3.00 per child or £5.00 per family. Available on the door. 
Children must be accompanied by a responsible adult.

Could T-rex really roar? Why did mammoths have such enormous tusks? Was 
Megalodon the biggest shark ever? And if these great prehistoric creatures could write 
about their own adventures, what would they say?

Norfolk-based Rory Clements is the award-winning 
author of the John Shakespeare series of Tudor 
spy thrillers. In 2010, he won the CWA Ellis Peters 
Historical Award for his second John Shakespeare 
novel, Revenger. Three other novels – Martyr, 
Prince and The Heretics – have all been shortlisted 
for awards. This year, Holy Spy, the seventh book in 
the series, entered the Sunday Times bestseller list.

“Does for Elizabeth’s reign what C. J. Sansom does 
for Henry VIII’s.” 
Sunday Times Free event



Tickets: £10.00 adults, 
Under 18s £6.00 

Available only in advance from  
Kett’s Books (Wymondham) 
and The Book Hive (Norwich).

Tuesday 13 October
19.30  Kimberley Hall

Jane Austen at Home
A costumed performance of extracts from the writings of Jane Austen.

The magnificent Kimberley Hall hosts a performance that celebrates the variety and 
wit of Jane Austen. Consisting of fascinating extracts from her memoirs, letters, poetry 
and novels, you will be drawn into the world of Georgian country house life. The 
piece captures Austen’s intelligence and warm-heartedness and exhibits much of her 
perceptive and often satirical observations of the English landed gentry.

Jane Austen at Home is performed by the captivating Hannah Lee, graduate of Bristol 
Old Vic Theatre School. As well as many varied stage credits, she has been an Austen 
fan for many years and was delighted to play both Elizabeth Bennet and Marianne 
Dashwood in Chapterhouse Theatre Company’s UK tours of Pride and Prejudice 
and Sense and Sensibility. Jane Austen at Home is produced by author and historic 
buildings expert Jeremy Musson, and is devised and directed by Stephen Siddall.

“A delicious central performance 
by Hannah Lee...”
The Guardian on Hannah’s 
portrayal of Thomasina Coverly 
in Tom Stoppard’s Arcadia

Photo of Hannah Lee by Tom Graham



Tickets: £30.00, includes 
two-course meal and coffee. 

Available only in advance 
from Kett’s Books 
(Wymondham) and 
The Book Hive (Norwich).

Thursday 15 October
12.00  Number 24 Restaurant

A Literary Lunch with Ann and Anthony Thwaite
A fine meal in Number 24 Restaurant with one of the UK’s most-admired literary couples.

Anthony Thwaite has worked as a radio producer, taught in universities in Japan, 
Libya, the USA and at the University of East Anglia, and has been literary editor of 
The Listener, New Statesman and Encounter. As Philip Larkin’s literary executor, 
he has edited his poems and letters. He has published his own Collected Poems 
(2007), Late Poems (2010), and, most recently, Going Out (2014).

Ann Thwaite has been concerned all her life with children and reading – she ran 
a children’s library in their Norfolk home for 20 years and still regularly listens to 
children reading at the local village school. 

Ann published her first children’s 
book in 1958 and wrote 
many more before her five 
biographies, which include the 
1990 Whitbread Biography of the 
Year, A. A. Milne: His Life, and 
Waiting for the Party, a biography 
of Frances Hodgson Burnett. 
Running in the Corridors, a 
collection of short stories, came 
out last year.

Married for 60 years, Ann 
and Anthony will share many 
fascinating insights into their 
writing lives.



Tickets: £7.50. Available on the night, or in advance from Kett’s Books 
(Wymondham) and The Book Hive (Norwich). £10.00 combined ticket 
with Not Lost in Translation event on 20 Oct, available only in advance.

Sunday 18 October
14.30  Wymondham Baptist Church

Eastern Gothic: Edward Parnell and Sarah Perry

Sarah Perry was born in Essex. She gained 
a PhD in Creative Writing and the Gothic 
from Royal Holloway in 2012. Her debut 
novel After Me Comes the Flood won the 
East Anglian Book of the Year award 2014, 
and was longlisted for the Guardian First 
Book Award 2014 and the Folio Prize 2015. 
Her second novel, The Essex Serpent, will 
be published in July 2016.

“A beautiful, dream-like, unsettling narrative 
in which every word, like a small jewel, feels 

carefully chosen, considered and placed. 
Rarely do debut novels come as assured 

and impressive as this one.”
Sarah Waters, novelist 

Edward Parnell has an MA in Creative 
Writing from the University of East Anglia. 
He is the recipient of an Escalator Award 
from Writers’ Centre Norwich, and in 2009 
received a Winston Churchill Travelling 
Fellowship. His first novel, The Listeners, 
was the winner of the 2014 Rethink New 
Novels Prize. He lives in Wymondham.

“The Listeners may be a first novel, 
but it is beautifully crafted and written 
with immense assurance. The story of 
Norfolk and of the Norfolk landscape 
has just found an exciting new voice.”
Mark Cocker, nature writer

Join two exciting new novelists, both of whose award-winning debuts are set in Norfolk 
and possess a richly gothic atmosphere, in conversation with Chris Brown of Kett’s Books.
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Kett’s Books is Wymondham’s community bookshop offering a wide range of new titles, a 
Friends scheme, and various events throughout the year. Free parking is available in the 
adjacent Market Street car park.

The Book Hive, 53 London Street, Norwich, NR2 1HL  
01603 219268   www.thebookhive.co.uk
Situated in the heart of Norwich in the Lanes area of the city, 
The Book Hive is a beautiful three-storey building housing a unique 
collection of books in a quirky and stylish setting. The shop was 
named the best small bookshop in Britain in 2011 by The Telegraph.

Ticket Information
We look forward to welcoming you to a variety of venues and events this year. 
Where there is plenty of space we will have tickets on the door but there are some 
events where to avoid disappointment we need you to purchase tickets in advance.
 
To enjoy our Literary Lunch at Number 24 in the company of Ann and Anthony 
Thwaite you must book so the restaurant can be fully prepared.

Supper is a component part of our final poetry event at the Green Dragon, so 
numbers in advance are also needed for that one.

We expect a big demand for seats at Kimberley Hall for our Jane Austen event so if you 
want to enjoy this special 18th-century evening in the music room please pre-book.

To take advantage of the special £10 combined ticket for Eastern Gothic and  
Not Lost in Translation you must purchase these together in advance.

Tickets are available from two local independent book shops: Kett’s Books in 
Wymondham and The Book Hive in Norwich. We regret that credit card sales 
for tickets are not possible at either shop.

TO RESERVE TICKETS BY PHONE CALL 01953 603663

Kett’s Books, Whartons Court, 
Wymondham, NR18 0UQ 
01953 603663   www.kettsbooks.co.uk

Box Office Details



Monday 19 October
19.30  Fairland Church Centre

Four by Four presents...
Eight new radio-style plays by local writers.

The return of award-winning Four by Four to Wymondham Words completes a busy year for 
the playwriting quartet of Lou Betts, Richard Crawley, Alan Huckle and Tony Vale. 
This production of eight original radio plays has become a regular feature of the group’s 
performance schedule and includes contributions from four guest writers. For more 
information contact Tony Vale on 01953 605434, or e-mail tony@valemail.eu.

Please note that Four by Four will also be Drama Busking in the Waitrose Wymondham 
coffee shop between 14.00 and 15.00 on Saturday, 10 October 2015.

All tickets: £6.00. Available on the night. Purchase in advance 
from 01953 605434, or via email: playline4x4@hotmail.co.uk



Tuesday 20 October
19.30  Wymondham Library

Not Lost in Translation

Tickets: £7.50. Available on the night, or in advance from Kett’s Books 
(Wymondham) and The Book Hive (Norwich). 
£10.00 combined ticket with the Eastern Gothic fiction event on 18 Oct, 
available only in advance.

 An insight into the world of literary translation, with two renowned translators. 
 
Don Bartlett's work includes translation of the best-selling Scandinavian authors Jo 
Nesbø and Karl Ove Knausgård, while Adriana Hunter has won the coveted Scott-
Moncrieff prize for translation from French. Both these distinguished translators have 
had their work short-listed for The Independent Foreign Fiction Prize. 

Don Bartlett studied for an MA in Literary 
Translation at the University of East Anglia 
in 2000. Since then he has been a freelance 
translator of Danish and Norwegian literature. 

Don has translated a diverse range of books 
including  the Harry Hole series of thrillers 
by Jo Nesbø, and four of the acclaimed 
My Struggle series by Karl Ove Knausgård.

Adriana Hunter spent four years at a French 
school as a child. After studying French and 
Drama at university she worked as a film publicist 
and freelance writer before “discovering” the first 
book she was to translate.

Adriana has translated some 60 titles, mostly works 
of literary fiction, including  Véronique Olmi’s Bord 
de Mer (Beside the Sea), for which she won the 
2011 Scott-Moncrieff Prize, and Hervé Le Tellier’s 
Electrico W (2013 French-American Foundation 
and Florence Gould Foundation Translation Prize).



Wednesday 21 October
19.30  Upstairs at The Green Dragon Tavern

Poetry Supper at The Dragon

Tickets: £7.50. Available from 
Kett’s Books (Wymondham) 
and The Book Hive (Norwich).  
Includes a jacket potato supper.

Join two wonderful poets for a poetry supper at this popular medieval pub.

Chris is joined by the very fine upcoming poet, Tom Warner. Born in Mansfield, 
Tom has received an Eric Gregory Award, a Faber New Poets Award, an Escalator 
Prize and the Plough Prize. Tom Warner: Faber New Poets 8 was published 
by Faber & Faber in 2010. Yoga was published as a pamphlet by Egg Box 
Publishing in 2014 and shortlisted for the 
East Anglian Book Awards. 

“His unshowy lyrics invariably crystallize around 
an insight, a moment of laser-beam lucidity.” 
The Poetry Review

Chris Beckett won the Poetry London 2001 Competition. 
His brilliant second collection, Ethiopia Boy (Carcanet/
Oxford Poets, 2013), adapts Ethiopian praise-poems 
to explore the joys and difficulties of an African 
boyhood. It received enthusiastic reviews in The 
Poetry Review and Poetry London, and on The Verb. 
Chris also translates French and Ethiopian poetry.

“A remarkable body of work.” Ian McMillan, 
The Verb, BBC Radio 3

“A delight.” The Poetry Review

Please book in advance, as otherwise you won’t get a free supper 
with your poetry! 
Please note the venue is upstairs, so regrettably there is no wheelchair access.





Saturday 10 October   14.00  Wymondham Library
Prehistoric Monsters Come Alive! (6–11 year olds)
A monstrous visit from author Steve Parker is just what anyone keen on dinosaurs will enjoy! 
Full details of this event are on an earlier page.
Tickets: £3.00 per child or £5.00 per family.  
Available at the library on the day.

Events for Children
There will again be events for children both in the Festival period and also during October 
half-term when there are two workshops in the Abbey’s splendid new facilities. All events are 
suitable for boys and girls of various ages, who should be accompanied by a responsible adult.

Saturday 17 October   10.30–12.30 
Wymondham High Studio Theatre 
Family Film Club – Where the Wild Things Are
A showing of Where the Wild Things Are (Cert. U), suitable for children of all 
ages. Have a go at being a film critic and write a review to win prizes! 
Free event. Doors open at 10.00. 
To book tickets please visit www.wymondhamcluster.org

Tue 27 and Wed 28 Oct   10.00–15.00  Wymondham Abbey
Wild Word Orchestra (6–11 year olds)
Create a live performance through a word orchestra with popular writer 
Bel Greenwood in this two-day workshop. Children will write their own 
verses and choruses to design a soundscape of words and percussion, and 
then perform it. The performance will be recorded for you to take away. 
(Participating children do not need to be accompanied.)
Tickets: £25.00 for both days. Book your place with Esther, the 
Abbey’s Learning and Events Coordinator, on 01953 607062. 
Further details at www.wymondhamabbey.org.uk

Friday 30 October   10.30–12.30   
Wymondham Abbey
Time, light and space (6–11 year olds)
A family poetry workshop for those who love writing, as well as 
for those who don’t! Be inspired by words from experienced 
teacher and award-winning poet Phil Barrett. 
Tickets: £5.00 per family group. 
Book your place with Esther on 01953 607062. 
Further details at www.wymondhamabbey.org.uk



Venue Details 
All venues are in central Wymondham and have level access (except upstairs 
at The Green Dragon). Parking is available at some venues, but ample nearby 
pay-and-display parking is available in various Wymondham town centre car 
parks, which are free after 18.00.

Fairland Church Centre – NR18 0AW, Fairland Green
Limited parking opposite church. Or use town centre car parks.

The Green Dragon Tavern – NR18 0PL, Church Street
Limited parking available on nearby Becketswell Rd. Otherwise use town car parks.

Number 24 Restaurant – NR18 0AD, Middleton Street
Use nearby Town Green or other town centre car parks.

Kett’s Books – NR18 0UQ, Whartons Court, off Market Street
Main Festival ticket office, and venue for Rory Clement event. Park in Market Street 
car park; shop is located in adjacent courtyard.

Kimberley Hall – NR18 0RT, Barnham Broom Rd, nr Carleton Forehoe 
Ignore sat nav directions to Kimberley village. Approach the hall from the east; the 
drive starts at the pink gatehouses on Barnham Broom Road. Ample parking.  
For further directions see: www.kimberleyhall.co.uk

Wymondham Abbey – NR18 0PH, Church Street
The Abbey now has inspiring new spaces for events and meetings. Limited parking 
nearby, or use town centre car parks.

Wymondham Baptist Church – NR18 0AY, Queen Street
Limited parking adjacent. Alternatively, easy access on foot from the rear of 
the nearby Market Street car park.

Wymondham High Studio Theatre – NR18 0NT, Norwich Road
Access to theatre off Norwich Rd, adjacent to Leisure Centre. Ample on-site parking.

Wymondham Library – NR18 0QB, Back Lane
Ample parking available in adjacent car park, or in other nearby town centre car parks.

Programme produced and designed by Edward Parnell

http://www.edwardparnell.co.uk


Thursday 8 October
19.30  Town Green Centre, Nature writer Patrick Barkham 

Friday 9 October
17.30  Kett’s Books, John Shakespeare author Rory Clements 

Saturday 10 October (Children’s event)
14.00  Wymondham Library, Prehistoric Monsters Come Alive! 

Tuesday 13 October
19.30  Kimberley Hall, Jane Austen at Home 

Thursday 15 October
12.00  Number 24 Restaurant, Literary Lunch: Ann and Anthony Thwaite 

Saturday 17 October (Children’s event)
10.30  Wymondham High, Family Film Club – Where the Wild Things Are 

Sunday 18 October
14.30  Baptist Church, Eastern Gothic: Edward Parnell and Sarah Perry 

Monday 19 October 
19.30  Fairland Church Centre, Four by Four presents... 

Tuesday 20 October
19.30  Wymondham Library, Not Lost in Translation 

Wednesday 21 October
19.30  The Green Dragon, Poetry Supper at the Dragon

For enquiries call: 01953 859992

Visit our website: www.wymwords.co.uk

2015 Festival Events at a Glance

www.facebook.com/WymondhamWords

@WymondhamWords


